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prominent accumulation of storage material of
high electron density (Fig. 4B and fig. S4). In
cells of patients or mice with various lysosomal
storage disorders, secondary accumulation of
lipids was observed (21). In SRD-12B cells, a
variable number showed an accumulation of unesterified cholesterol and a moderate increase in
staining intensity of the unusual lysophospholipid
bis(monoacylglycero)phosphate (BMP). Both lipids colocalized partially with the lysosomal marker
protein Lamp2 (Fig. 4C and fig. S5). These data
indicate that partial deficiencies of lysosomal
enzymes in mutagenized and selected SRD-12B
cells are sufficient to alter lysosomal functions.
Here we have provided evidence that S1Pmediated cleavage of the a/b-subunit precursor
is associated with the activation of GlcNAc-1phosphotransferase, which is required for proper
transport of lysosomal enzymes. The requirement
of S1P for activation of the GlcNAc-1-phosphotransferase activity, combined with its established
role in lipid metabolism, indicates the importance
of S1P for lysosome biogenesis and function.
This may have implications for diagnosis of individuals with genetically undefined mucolipidosis II–like phenotypes such as Pacman dysplasia
(22). Moreover, these findings raise the question
of beneficial use of S1P inhibitors to reduce the
synthesis of cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein

(LDL), and fatty acids in treating cardiovascular
disorders or as an antiviral therapy (23–25) owing
to their unanticipated deleterious effects on lysosomal function.
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Active nuclear import of soluble cargo involves transport factors that shuttle cargo through the nuclear
pore complex (NPC) by binding to phenylalanine-glycine (FG) domains. How nuclear membrane proteins
cross through the NPC to reach the inner membrane is presently unclear. We found that at least a
120-residue-long intrinsically disordered linker was required for the import of membrane proteins
carrying a nuclear localization signal for the transport factor karyopherin-a. We propose an import
mechanism for membrane proteins in which an unfolded linker slices through the NPC scaffold to enable
binding between the transport factor and the FG domains in the center of the NPC.
he nuclear envelope (NE) consists of an
inner (INM) and outer nuclear membrane
(ONM) connected by the pore membrane
at sites where the nuclear pore complexes (NPCs)
are embedded. The ONM is continuous with the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). NPCs are composed
of a membrane-anchored scaffold that stabilizes
a cylindrical central channel, in which nucleoporins
(Nups) with disordered phenylalanine-glycine
(FG)–rich regions provide the selectivity barrier
(1). For a membrane protein to move through
the NPC, its transmembrane (TM) domains must
pass through the pore membrane, while its extraluminal soluble domain(s) must pass through

T

90

the NPC by a mechanism yet to be clarified (2–4).
Some proteins reach the INM by diffusing through
the pore membrane and adjacent lateral channels
(5–8) and accumulate by binding nuclear structures
(9, 10). Other membrane proteins have a nuclear
localization signal (NLS), and binding to transport
factors karyopherin-a and karyopherin-b1 is required to pass the NPC and reach the INM (11, 12).
We sought to investigate the mechanism and path
of nuclear transport of these integral INM proteins.
We first generated reporters using the Saccharomyces cerevisiae homolog of the human LEM
domain–containing integral INM protein, Heh2.
Heh2 is composed of a LEM domain, a bipartite
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NLS (hereafter h2NLS), a linker region (L), two TM
segments flanking a luminal domain (LD), and a
domain with homology to the C terminus of MAN1
(Fig. 1A) (12). The h2NLS is recognized by Kap60
(also known as Srp1 or Karyopherin-a), the yeast
homolog of human Importin-a (12). Similar to
Heh2, the reporter protein h2NLS-L-TM, consisting
of green fluorescent protein (GFP) fused to amino
acids 93 to 378 of Heh2, accumulated specifically
at the NE (Fig. 1B). A control lacking the h2NLS,
named L-TM, distributed over the NE and cortical
ER. Although we could not resolve the INM from
the ONM, we used the average pixel intensities
at the NE and ER (NE-ER ratio) as a measure of
INM accumulation (fig. S2, A and B). We validated
this approach by confirming the localization of
h2NLS-L-TM to the INM using immuno–electron
microscopy (Fig. 1C and fig. S2C). h2NLS-L-TM
accumulated 33-fold at the NE (Fig. 1B), whereas
L-TM accumulated only 2-fold.
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Transport of h2NLS-L-TM was dependent
on the Ran gradient and Nup170, similar to fulllength Heh2 (Fig. 1D) (12). To confirm that the
import of our membrane reporter was Kap60/95mediated, we examined the distribution of h2NLSL-TM in a Kap95 (Karyopherin-b–Importin-b–Rsl1)
“anchor away” strain (KAP95-AA) (13). Upon
addition of rapamycin, Kap95-FRB was trapped
at Pma1-FKBP in the plasma membrane and no
longer available for nuclear transport (fig. S2, D
to F). Indeed, the accumulation of h2NLS-L-TM
at the NE was markedly reduced (+RAP, Fig. 1D).
Moreover, INM-localized reporter proteins redistributed to the ONM and ER upon addition of
rapamycin, and the nuclear accumulation dropped
with a half-time of 14 T 2.7 min (Fig. 1E). By
contrast, the fluorescence intensity of Heh2 at
the NE remained unaltered for >90 min. Thus,
while Heh2 is bound to nuclear factors, h2NLSL-TM is fully mobile within the NE-ER network.
The h2NLS is a high-affinity NLS compared
to the classical NLS (fig. S3). To assess whether
this high affinity is required for import of h2NLS-
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mutant strain (mtr1-1) at nonpermissive temperature (middle), and in the KAP95-AA
strain upon addition of rapamycin (RAP) (right). (E) The accumulation at the
NE of h2NLS-L-TM (▲) and Heh2 (■) in the KAP95-AA strain as a function of
time after anchoring of Kap95 (RAP at t = 0, n ≥ 13). (F) The accumulation at
the INM of reporter containing a bipartite h2NLS (h2NLS-L-TM), without NLS
(L-TM), with single partite NLS (sp h2NLS-L-TM), or with tandem cNLS (tcNLS-L-TM)
(n ≥ 32). SEM is indicated; scale bars: (B and D) 5 mm and (C) 250 nm.

L-TM, we replaced the bipartite h2NLS with
lower-affinity NLSs: either a single-partite version of the h2NLS that lacked the first KRKR
basic region (sp h2NLS) or a tandem classical
NLS (tcNLS). Both membrane reporters still accumulated at the INM, but the NE/ER ratios were
lower (8.1 and 4.0, respectively) than for h2NLSL-TM (Fig. 1F), indicating a correlation between
the affinity of Kap60 for an NLS and the nuclear
accumulation of membrane proteins.
We then examined how the L domain contributes to targeting. The amino acid composition
of the L domain and the large Stokes radius (45 Å)
of purified recombinant h2NLS-L suggest that
it is unstructured (fig. S4, A to C). In addition,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of
(unlabeled) h2NLS-L were typical of disordered
proteins. The absence of stable secondary and tertiary structure was gauged from a lack of signal
dispersion of the backbone amides for h2NLS-L
in one-dimensional 1H-NMR spectra (Fig. 2A,
shaded area) and of the side-chain methyl signals
in [1H-13C]-HSQC (heteronuclear single-quantum
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Fig. 1. The NLS-containing domain (h2NLS-L) of Heh2 is sufficient for accumulation at the INM. (A) Representation of Heh2-based GFP-fusion reporter
proteins. (B) Confocal fluorescence images of yeast expressing the indicated
proteins. Average NE/ER ratios are shown. (C) Immuno–electron micrograph of
h2NLS-L-TM in the KAP95-AA strain labeled with antibodies against GFP and
10-nm-diameter gold-conjugated secondary antibody: 64% at the INM (n = 350,
fig. S1D). (D) h2NLS-L-TM is mislocalized in a Nup170D strain (left), in a RanGEF
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coherence) spectra (fig. S4D). To evaluate whether
the sequence of the linker region contributed to
targeting, we replaced the coding regions of the
L domain in h2NLS-L-TM with two synthetic
sequences, LR1 and LR2. These were generated
randomly but had the same relative amino acid
abundance as L. LR1 and LR2 are also predicted
to be unfolded (fig. S4A). Both h2NLS-LR1-TM
and h2NLS-LR2-TM were efficiently transported
to the INM in a Kap-dependent manner (Fig.
2B). Systematic truncations of LR1 and LR2 and
the original linker (L) resulted in three sets of
reporters with variable linker lengths (see tables
S2 and S3). The shortest truncations of each
linker set did not accumulate at the nucleus (Fig.
2B). Indeed, we observed a marked dependence
of INM import on linker length (Fig. 2C). Reporters with a synthetic TM segment and reporters with 1, or all 10 TM segments of an ER
protein, Sec61, were also efficiently imported
to the INM (Fig. 3). An “NLS-L-TM”-sorting
signal could be recognized in Heh1 and, indeed, its NLS-linker-domain, even though lacking
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Fig. 2. Reporter proteins containing synthetic unfolded linkers localize
at the INM. (A) One-dimensional 1H-NMR of the backbone amides for
(unlabeled) h2NLS-L. Comparison with the intrinsically disordered
a-synuclein and the folded calbindin-D9k show that h2NLS-L is natively
unstructured. (B) Localization of the indicated reporters with native
linker (L) and the randomized versions LR1 and LR2 in the KAP95-AA
strain with or without rapamycin (RAP). Right panels show localization of
shortened linkers. Linker length is in number of amino acids. (C) The
accumulation at the NE of h2NLS-L-TM (■), h2NLS-LR1-TM (▲) and
h2NLS-LR2-TM (●) and truncations thereof, plotted against the length of
the linker domain (n ≥ 20). SEM is indicated; scale bars: 5 mm.
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Fig. 3. Synthetic TM peptides and ER proteins can be targeted to the INM. (A) Representation of h2NLS-LR2 fused to
the WALP23 TM region and images of its localization with or without rapamycin (RAP).
(B) After addition of rapamycin, the reporter h2NLS-LR2-WALP23 leaked to the ER with
kinetics similar to that displayed by h2NLS-L-TM. (C) NE localization of h2NLS-LR1(138)
reporters containing the first TM of Sec61 (top, left) and full-length Sec61 (bottom,
left). Without the h2NLS (middle) and with the shorter linker, LR1(78) (right), accumulation is lost. SEM is indicated; scale bars: 5 mm.

homology to that of Heh2, promoted INM targeting (fig. S5A).
Next, we determined whether the transport
of the reporters across the NPC depends on specific FG regions of nucleoporins (14–16). A strain
that lacks the GLFG repeats of Nups 100, 145,
and 57 (17), which are anchored to both the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic halves of the NPC
scaffold (18), showed 7.5-fold decreased NE accumulation (SWY2950, Fig. 4A). Minimal effects
were seen with single deletions (fig. S5B) and in
strains lacking the FG regions from the asymmetric
localized Nups (SWY3062, SWY3042), whereas
Kap60/95-mediated transport of soluble cargo
(tcNLS-GFP) was affected in all three strains.
Our data point toward passage of the extraluminal soluble domains of the membrane pro-
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teins through the central channel, which is expected
to place few constraints on the bulkiness of these
domains. Indeed, membrane proteins with up to
174-kD soluble domains were imported to the
INM, although the efficiency decreased with
increasing size (Fig. 4B). To further support the
suggestion that the extraluminal soluble domains pass through the central channel, we designed experiments to trap the reporters in transit
through the NPC. We constructed a strain expressing FRB-tagged FG-Nup Nsp1. The C-terminal
FRB tag on Nsp1 is anchored on the pore side
of the scaffold of the NPC (16, 18–20). A reporter containing FKBP at its N terminus was expressed to enable rapamycin-dependent trapping
at Nsp1-FRB in the NPC (fig. S5C). Addition of
rapamycin yielded a punctate stain typical of
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Sec61

N-

w/o h2NLS
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NPC-localized proteins; without rapamycin the
reporter distributed evenly over the NE (Fig. 4C
and fig. S5D). Next, we assessed whether trapping of the reporter at the NPC affected transport. We used a reporter expressed at higher levels
(with an additional N-terminal protein A tag) and
saw a blockage of INM import and steady increase
in fluorescence at the ER from newly synthesized
proteins, after rapamycin addition (Fig. 4D and
fig. S5E). Trapping of the reporter specifically
blocked transport of membrane proteins and
not soluble proteins (fig. S5, F and G). Thus, the
h2NLS-containing N terminus of the reporter
passes where Nsp1 is anchored to the NPC scaffold and within the central channel of the NPC.
Here we have elucidated the NLS-dependent
mechanism of membrane protein transport through
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the NPC. The Heh2-derived reporter proteins accumulate at the INM, not because they are retained
or trapped at the INM, but because Kap60/95mediated import is faster than export. The signal
for targeting to the INM is composed of a natively unfolded linker that spaces the TM segment and a high-affinity NLS. It takes little energy
to stretch the linker to allow the NLS, with bound
karyopherins, to dodge between the NPC scaffold and the karyopherins to bind the FG-Nups
(fig. S6). The proposed transport route implies
that, at least transiently, openings must exist between the space immediately aligning the pore
membrane and the central channel. At present,
structures of the NPC lack the resolution to reveal such conduits, but its plasticity and the overall lattice-like scaffold structure observed in
electron microscopy (8, 21, 22) and computational structures (18) are compatible with our
model. The transport mechanism described here
is likely to exist in parallel with a previously proposed route based on diffusion and nuclear retention (2, 5–7, 9, 10).
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